HELP REBUILD
4-H CAMP SHANKITUNK

Donations Welcome!

Costs are already into the thousands and thousands of dollars. The Ropes Course alone is $10,000.
THANKS TO EVERYONE!

If we missed your name on our list, we are sorry. The response of the community in the wake of this disaster was tremendous. You need to know that no matter how small or large your contribution was to the clean-up of 4-H Camp Shankitunk, your efforts are very much appreciated and we ‘thank you’. Without you, Camp would not have been able to reopen on Sunday, July 28th.

Walter Glacken
Delaware County Board of Supervisors
Delaware County Public Works
Delaware County PDA
NYSEG
Franklin Fire Department
Waynes Reynolds
Rod Jones
Lindy A. Tangent
Ameri Corps
Great American-Delhi
Jim, Nancy & Carolyn Preiser
Marie Scuffield
Jim & Betty Hoyt
The Gray Family
Garrett & Terry Raymond
Tom Mills
Jim Beale

CAMP STAFF-2003

Diane Gies, Camp Director
Cathy Scuffield, Camp Admin Asst
Jim Rice, 4-H Agent/Camp Director

Abigail Allard
Jeff Ball
Ashley Baum
Jessica Barnhill
Michelle Barker
Sarah Busche
Elizabeth Caliandro
Penny Jo Caizzi
Nicole Decker
Jessica Reckles
Den DelSasso
Amanda DePersica
Cillian Fisher
Robbie Fisher
Rebecca Drake
Jennifer Gilmarin
JT Hamilton
Grace Healy
Jacob Holmes
Art Howard
Ryssa Infield
Alex Jokich
Terry Kaufman
Andrew Nelchin
Lynn Kelly
Jonathan Karp
Alice Kronen
Nick Mastoracchia
Lee Ann Mayo
Leon Masling Jr
Whitney Marker
Garrett Raymond
Cindy Rice
Chuck Rogen
Samuel Rose
Shawna Russell
Michelle Telesco
Nathan Tweedle
Mary Alice Votu
Meghan Walsh
Christina Wildenstein
Ruth Zinkevich

STORM OF ALL STORMS

SHANKITUNK: CAMP

SHANKITUNK HIT HARD!

Monday, July 21, 2003
7:14pm

4-H CAMP

Great Job!
The quick thinking of these individuals to get everyone into Rice Hall was a very smart decision.
THANKS TO EVERYONE!

If we missed your name on our list, we are sorry. The response of the community in the wake of this disaster was tremendous. You need to know that no matter how small or large your contribution was to the cleanup of 4-H Camp Shankitunk, your efforts are very much appreciated and we `thank you.` Without you, Camp would not have been able to reopen on Sunday, July 27th.

- Walter Gladstone
- Delaware County Board of Supervisors
- Delaware County Public Works
- Delaware County 4-H
- NYS EU
- Franklin Fire Department
- Wayne Reynolds
- Rod Jones
- Lindy Teggart
- Amari Coops
- Great American-Delhi
- Jim, Nancy & Carolyn Freiser
- Marie Scofield
- Jim & Patty Hoyt
- The Gray Family
- Garrett & Terry Raymond
- Tom Mills
- Jim Reed

CAMP STAFF-2003
Diane Gleas, Camp Director
Cathy Scofield, Camp Admin Asst.
Jim Rice, 4-H Agent/Camp Director
Abigail Allard
Jeff Hall
Ashley Baun
Jessica Bardsall
Michelle Barker
Sarah Busche
Elizabeth Cavallo
Penny Jo Carless
Nicolle Dickeor
Jessica Bardsall
Nicolle Dickeor
Amanda DeFeisca
Gillian Fisher
Phoebe Fisher
Rebecca Franze
Jennifer Gleason
JT Hamilton
Grace Healy
Jacob Holmes
Art Howard
Eyesa Herbst
Alex Haberlin
Terry Kaufman
Andrew Kenich
Lynn Kelly
Jonathan Karp
Alice Kean
Nick Mastanecia
Lee Ann Mayo
Leon Mailing Jr
Whitney Porter
Garrett Raymond
Cindy Rice
Chuck Kogan
Samuel Rose
Shawna Russell
Michelle Relese
Nathan Tweedle
Mary Alice Votta
Meghan Walsh
Christina Winkelstein
Ruth Zinkievich

MANAGERS Life Savers
Cooperative Extension Staff
Mariana Kiss, Kathy Sheff, Brian Conklin, Kathy Sherwood, Linda Mitty, Karen Marshfield, Jeannie Darling, Jessica Alger, D. Lane Amos

Medico Coaches
Brian Rice, Tim Browne, Jim, Joe & Alan Reagle, Jim Green, Rick Scorfield

4-H Officers
Bob Eagan
Brian Allen
Bill & Hannah Hauser, Jake Holmes & family
Gary & Donna Aikens
Jan Scofield
Bill Closs
Hess Faul Con
Decker Quality Hardwoods
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Great Job!
The quick thinking of these individuals to get everyone into Rice Hall was a very smart decision.
The Aftermath of the Storm that hit on July 21, 2003 at 7:14 pm.

Due to the quick thinking of the staff at 4-H Camp Sheridale a disaster was avoided. When the storm warnings came across the Internet, the staff went into action and had all the campers gather inside hall. Minutes later the storm hit and left destruction like no other storm in camp history. 3 cabins were completely destroyed and 4 cabins had considerable damage. The lower course was washed with only one element left standing. Rice Hall was slightly damaged. The new Nutrition Center and Science Center escaped with only minor damage.

By Tuesday morning volunteers started showing up to assist in cleaning up and helping campers get back to normal. Thousands of people have been donated to cleaning and re-building the camp. The goal was to get 4-H Camp Sheridale up and running by Friday, July 25th for week 5 campers. The job was done!

Even though there are many changes, the spirit of Sheridale will remain!!

Cabin 12 was also destroyed when this tree toppled down.

Cabin 14 which was completely crushed.

Even though there are many changes, the spirit of Sheridale will remain!!

Cabin 3 quickly got the roof back together.

Cabin at Rice Hall which escaped with only minor damage.

Cabin B got a new roof thanks to the volunteers.

Volunteers from Pebble Creek start rebuilding Cabin B.

Even though there are many changes, the spirit of Sheridale will remain!!

Cabin 11 is now the home of the safety course. The stop sign did not deter the storm.

Cabin 3 got a new roof.

The Clean-up of the Storm & The Rebuilding Begins

Cabin 12 was also destroyed when this tree toppled down.

Cabin 14 which was completely crushed.

Even though there are many changes, the spirit of Sheridale will remain!!

Cabin 14 which was completely crushed.

Cabin 3 got a new roof.

Cabin 12 was also destroyed when this tree toppled down.

Cabin 14 which was completely crushed.
The Aftermath of the Storm that hit on July 21, 2003 at 7:14 pm.

Due to the quick thinking of the staff at 4-H Camp Shankituck a disaster was averted. When the storm warnings came across the Internet, the staff went into action and had all the campers gather inside the Hall. Minutes later the storm hit and left destruction like no other storm in camp history. 3 cabins were completely destroyed and 4 cabins had considerable damage. The stop sign was wiped out, with only one pole left standing. Rice Hall was slightly damaged. The new Health Center and Science Center escaped with only minor damage.

By Tuesday morning volunteers started showing up to assist in cleanup and help campers pack to collect belongings and start anew. Thousands of new items have been donated to cleaning and re-building the camp. The goal was to get 4-H Camp Shankituck up and running by Friday, July 25th for Week 5 campers. The job was done!!

Even though there are many changes, the spirit of Shankituck will remain!!

The Clean-up of the Storm & The Rebuilding Begins

Volunteers from French Creek start rebuilding Cabin 8.

Cabin 7 gets a new roof thanks to the volunteers.

Guy & Dennis Adams, just a few of the hundreds of volunteers who showed up to help in any way they could.

Cabin 5 quickly on the mend thanks to Network Construction. Below, a view of the destruction from Cabin 8.

Cabin 5 is finally getting the slope removed. Note the 3 beautiful trees in front of Rice Hall are gone.